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The search for exotic spin configurations and related novel transport properties continues to be fueled by the
promise of new electronic states and outstanding candidate components for spintronic applications. In layered
Cr7−δTe8, the applied field drives a before unreported magnetic transition revealed by the alternating current
magnetic susceptibility measurements around room temperature. This observed magnetic transition results in
a sign change for the anomalous Hall effect which exhibits non-monotonous temperature dependence. The
prominent topological Hall effect (THE) with a large value of 1µΩ · cm has been observed without breaking
the inversion symmetry for Cr7−δTe8. This robust THE can persist up to room temperature attributed to the
nonzero fluctuation-driven scalar spin chirality. The complicated interactions of long-range and short-range
magnetic orders lead to rich exotic magnetic states with related novel transport properties in Cr7−δTe8.

I. INTRODUCTION

Topologically nontrivial magnetic and electronic structures
always attract extraordinary attention in condensed matter
physics[1, 2]. The non-collinear magnetic orders in var-
ious layered magnets are considered to host highly non-
trivial physics with exotic phenomena. For example, the
skyrmion[3, 4], a kind of topological-protected magnetic tex-
ture, usually emerges by breaking the inversion symmetry
due to Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI)[5, 6]. Its
motion driven by the applied field can result in an addition
of Hall contribution called the topological Hall effect (THE)
[3, 4]. With further investigations, it is found that this ex-
otic transport property can also emerge in some centrosym-
metric magnetic systems such as the van der Waals (vdW)
two-dimensional (2D) ferromagnetic(FM) Fe3GeTe2[7], FM
Cr2Ge2Te6[8, 9] and antiferromagnetic (AFM) MnBi2Te4[10,
11]. The recent experimental and theoretical studies revealed
the contributions of short-range(SR) magnetic orders in some
centrosymmetric systems prompting the realization of pecu-
liar quantum states at the temperatures far above the long-
range(LR) AFM or FM transitions[12–14]. The interactions
of LR and SR magnetic orders can host rich exotic nontriv-
ial topological electronic or magnetic states and related ef-
fects [12–17]. These results enlighten us to explore high-
temperature nontrivial topological and exotic magnetic phe-
nomena in materials with large magnetic fluctuations and dis-
orders.

Chromium-based chalcogenides such as CrmTen can of-
fer tunable structural phases and their magnetic properties
are sensitive to stoichiometric variations[18–21]. These com-
pounds consist of alternating stacks of Cr-deficient and Cr-
full layers along the c direction strongly affecting the mag-
netic structures[22, 23].CrTe2, a van der Waals (vdW) mate-

rial, exhibits intrinsic ferromagnetism with a Curie temper-
ature (TC) up to 300 K and the large atomic magnetic mo-
ment of 0.21µB /Cr promising 2D ferromagnet for exotic low-
dimensional spintronic applications[24]. With increasing the
Cr concentration for CrmTen such as in Cr5Te8, it is predicted
that a geometrically frustrated structure with strong magnetic
fluctuations emerges resulting in a nontrivial magnetic struc-
ture and related transport properties such as the THE and
large anomalous Hall effect (AHE)[22, 25]. These exotic
phenomena resulting from magnetic ordering and spin-orbital
coupling (SOC), are conducive to the construction of next-
generation non-dissipating electronic devices. With further in-
creasing the Cr concentration for CrmTen such as in Cr0.87Te,
nanoscale Bloch-type magnetic bubbles with random chirality
emerge due to the competition between a magnetic dipole in-
teraction and uniaxial easy axis anisotropy [26]. These rich
magnetic effects make CrmTen an intriguing material plat-
form to explore nontrivial magnetic states and phenomena.
Especially, it is noticed that vacancies in this system would
easily change the ratio of Te and Cr which is key to the crystal
and magnetic structure[18–20]. The related new phases and
interactions of various magnetic orders are still far beyond un-
derstanding. In this paper, we performed systematic magneto-
transport and magnetic investigations on the single crystals
of Cr7−δTe8. Interestingly, in this centrosymmetric system,
the prominent THE with a positive value emerges in a large
temperature region and persists even above room temperature.
The applied field drives a before unreported magnetic phase
transition around 280 K. The competition of various magnetic
states leads to a sign change and the non-monotonous tem-
perature dependence of AHE. The results reveal the rich and
complicated magnetic interactions among LR and SR mag-
netic orders promising the Cr7−δTe8 as a good candidate ma-
terial for new-generation high-temperature spintronic devices.
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FIG. 1. (a) Temperature-dependent resistivity of Cr7−δTe8. The left
upper inset is the single crystal diffraction pattern in the reciprocal
space and the top view of the schematic of the crystal structure of
Cr7−δTe8. The right lower inset is the side view of the schematic
of the crystal structure of Cr7−δTe8. (b) Temperature-dependent di-
rect current magnetic susceptibility (left red) and alternating current
magnetic susceptibility of Cr7−δTe8 (right blue).

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Single crystals of Cr7−δTe8 were grown by the chemical
vapor transport method. The CrTe powder and agent TeCl4
were sealed into an evacuated quartz tube. Then, the quartz
tube was placed into a tube furnace, and the high-temperature
end was kept at 900 ◦C for 14 days. The Structure and el-
emental composition of crystals were confirmed by single
crystal x-ray diffraction (XRD) and energy dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) respectively. Electrical transport mea-
surements were performed on a commercial physical property
measurement system (PPMS Dynacool, Quantum Design).
The direct current (DC) magnetization measurements and al-
ternating current (AC) susceptibility measurements were car-
ried on the vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) module
and AC measurement system (ACMS) module of the PPMS
respectively.

FIG. 2. (a) Magnetic-field-dependent magneto-resistivity and (b)
Hall resistivity of Cr7−δTe8 at 5 K, 160 K, 180 K, 220 K, 240 K, 260
K, 280 K and 300 K, respectively, with the applied field along the c
axis of the crystal.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The temperature-dependent longitudinal resistivity of
Cr7−δTe8 decreases with lowering the temperature exhibiting
a typical metallic behavior shown in Fig. 1(a). By the single
crystal X-ray diffraction measurement, the crystal structure of
Cr7−δTe8 is revealed shown in the inset of Fig. 1(a). It shares
the same structure as CrTe with random Cr vacancies. As
shown in Fig. 1(b), the magnetization measurements with the
applied field along the c axis reveal two magnetic transitions:
the high-temperature FM transition around 350 K (THF ) and
the low-temperature transition around 15 K (TLF ) due to the
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FIG. 3. Magnetic-field-dependent magnetization M(µ0H) (a), anomalous Hall resistivity ρAHE
xy (b) and topological Hall resistivity ρTHE

xy (c)
of Cr7−δTe8 at 5 K, 20 K, 60 K, 100 K, 140 K, 160 K, 180 K, 220 K, 240 K, 260 K, 280 K, 290 K and 300 K respectively, with the applied
field along the c axis of the crystal.

crystal field of Cr. With applying the field parallel to the ab
plane, the low-temperature transition is absent suggesting the
anisotropic magnetic correlations. With increasing the applied
field along the c axis, the high-temperature FM transition be-
comes broad suggesting the magnetic domains establishing.
Interestingly, the AC susceptibility measurements reveal that
this high-temperature FM transition breaks into two transi-
tions shown in Fig. 1(b). Besides the FM transition around
350 K, another transition emerges around 280 K which may
be probably ascribed to the transformation of various mag-
netic states due to the interactions of magnetic fluctuations
and LR magnetic orders (discuss below).

Field-dependent magneto-resistivity (MR defined as
MR= (ρxx(µ0H) − ρxx(0))/ρxx(0) × 100%) and Hall
resistivity(ρxy(µ0H)) at various temperatures are presented in
Fig. 2 (a) and (b) respectively. At 5 K, clear negative MR is
observed around µ0H= 0 T. With increasing the applied field,
the system undergoes a transition around µ0Hs accompanied
by the saturated magnetic moment and almost invisible
positive MR (µ0H >µ0Hs ).

With increasing the temperature, this µ0Hs shifts to lower
fields, and the obvious negative MR is observed with µ0H
>µ0Hs. The ρxy(µ0H) exhibits a strong nonlinear field re-
sponse. At 5 K, an obvious abnormal peak emerges in the low
field region. With µ0H >µ0Hs ρxy(µ0H) exhibits invisible
dependence of the applied field consisting with the saturated
magnetic moment. With increasing the temperature, a sign
change of ρxy(µ0H) emerges in the high-temperature region.
In a magnetic system, besides the ordinary Hall contribution
(OHE), the magnetization usually gives the anomalous Hall
contribution(AHE). For Cr7−δTe8, after subtracting the ordi-
nary Hall contribution due to the Lorentz force with the linear
field response, a discrepancy between ρxy(µ0H) and the mag-
netization M (µ0H) is observed, suggesting the emergence of
an additional Hall contribution (THE) besides AHE. Thus, the
Hall resistivity of Cr7−δTe8 can be expressed as[22, 26]:

ρxy = ρOHE
xy + ρAHE

xy + ρTHE
xy (1)

= R0µ0H +RAM + ρTHE
xy , (2)

where ρOHE
xy , ρAHE

xy and ρTHE
xy denote the ordinary Hall re-

sistivity, anomalous Hall resistivity, and topological Hall re-
sistivity respectively. And the R0 and RA are the ordinary
Hall coefficient and the anomalous Hall coefficient, respec-
tively. To further analyze the Hall behavior for Cr7−δTe8,
ρAHE
xy (µ0H) and ρTHE

xy (µ0H) are separated according to the
former formula and presented in Fig.3.

In contrast to the M (µ0H) exhibiting the monotonous
temperature dependence, ρAHE

xy (µ0H) behaves a complicated
temperature response. With increasing the temperature, it in-
creases to a maximum value, then decreases and eventually
changes the sign around room temperature. The prominent
THE with a typical peak in ρxy emerges in the whole temper-
ature region and keeps a positive value to room temperature.
To further analyze these phenomena, temperature-dependent
R0 and RA are acquired according to the formula shown in
Fig. 4(a). It is observed with increasing the temperature, RA

starts to drop around 150 K and changes to a negative value
around 280 K. In contrast, the peak of topological Hall re-
sistivity (ρTHE−peak

xy ) exhibits different temperature depen-
dence. These results suggest that AHE and THE are indepen-
dent of each other in our Cr7−δTe8 unlike those in the other
report before[26]. To understand these phenomena, we need
to consider the detailed magnetic structure and interactions in
Cr-Te system. In a perfect CrTe (no Cr vacancies), the mag-
netic structure of the ground state is considered to be a canted
spin structure with the competition of AFM and FM interac-
tions (shown in Fig. 4 (d)[33]). For Cr7Te8, by using different
thermal treatment ways, the Cr vacancies can be ordered or
disordered with different crystal structures[19]. For our sin-
gle crystal, the revealed hexagonal crystal symmetry exhibits
the same crystal structure as that of CrTe indicating the disor-
dered arrangements of the vacancies among the successive Cr
layers. The saturated magnetic moment is calculated to be 2.4
µB close to that in disordered Cr7Te8 indicating a mixture of
FM alignment of Cr2+ and AFM alignment of Cr3+[19].

We first discuss the observed robust THE. This phe-
nomenon is usually attributed to originate from the move-
ment of skyrmions or the non-collinear magnetic structure. In
CrTe, according to our former analysis of the ground state, the
canted collinear FM order can not break the inversion sym-
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FIG. 4. (a) Temperature-dependent anomalous Hall coefficient (black line) and ordinary Hall coefficient (red line) of Cr7−δTe8. (b)
Temperature-dependent alternating current magnetic susceptibility of Cr7−δTe8 with various applied fields. (c) The comparison of the topo-
logical Hall resistivity for various materials. [26–32](d)The phase diagram of Cr7−δTe8. The color plot indicates the total Hall resistivity of
AHE and THE.

metry. However, the Cr vacancies can host strong magnetic
fluctuation leading to non-zero spin chirality locally[14, 34].
With increasing the applied field, magnetic fluctuation is sup-
pressed and spins are aligned along the c axis leading to the
THE varnishing. In some reports before[26], the magnetic
moment of Cr undergoes a temperature evolution of tilting
from the c axis toward the ab plane and then to the c axis again
at the characteristic temperature Ts, accompanied by the non-
monotonic change of uniaxial magnetic anisotropy (UMA)
constant κa. The related variations of topological spin tex-
tures result in a sign change of THE around Ts accompanied
by the sign change of AHE and OHE. In our measurements,
ρTHE−peak
xy exhibits nonlinear temperature dependence sug-

gesting the nonmonotonic evolution of the UMA and dipole
interactions. However, in the whole temperature region, the
ρTHE
xy still keeps the positive values indicating smaller varia-

tions of spin chirality originating from magnetic fluctuations
in our Cr7−δTe8. The robust THE provides large values of
ρTHE−peak
xy (∼ 1 µΩ·cm at 5 K) and high working tempera-

ture (room temperature) shown in Fig.3 (c), promising poten-
tial for future spintronic applications.

Now we turn to discuss the AHE and its temperature-
dependent evolution of our Cr7−δTe8. The RA increases
slightly as the temperature increases up to 150 K, while above
150 K it decreases promptly as the temperature increases.
Eventually, around T sr=280 K RA reverses the sign. A sim-
ilar sign change of AHE is also observed in Cr3Te4[35] or
Cr5Te8[22]. In Cr0.87Te, it accompanies with the sign of OHE
and THE according to former reports[26]. In our Cr7−δTe8
this sign change of AHE is independent of THE and OHE,
suggesting a transition of magnetic states and interactions
which is invisible in DC magnetization measurements. To
investigate this transition, temperature-dependent AC suscep-
tibility χ(T )′ measurements are performed with various ap-
plied fields. As shown in Fig.4 (b) at 0 T, χ′(T ) exhibits
a similar temperature dependence with the FM transition as
that in M (µ0H). With applying the field, the FM transition

gradually breaks into two transitions: besides the former one
observed around TFM , a new one emerges at TFMN (below
TFM ). With increasing the applied field, TFMN shifts to low
temperatures and eventually stabilizes at Tsr with the mag-
netization saturating. In our DC magnetic measurements, no
evidence supports the coexistence and competition of FM and
AFM phases in Cr7−δTe8 like some other Cr-Te system[22].
This revealed field-driven transition seems to exhibit more dy-
namic behaviors instead of the static magnetic character sug-
gesting the emergence of magnetic fluctuations. Around T sr,
the applied field which can effectively suppress the magnetic
fluctuations strongly affects the mutual competition in UMA,
AFM and FM interactions. Although the LR magnetic or-
ders and structure do not seem to change, the transformation
of SR and local magnetic states can reconstruct deflections of
the carrier motion with the same magnetization direction and
drive the sign reversal for AHE [35].

Fig. 4(d) shows the phase diagram with a contour map of
the Hall resistivity after subtracting the OHE of Cr7−δTe8.
The non-collinear magnetic structure dominates in the low
field region, with prominent THE (the yellow region) up to
room temperature. The aligned FM structure dominates in the
high field region (yellow) with the saturated magnetization.
Above T sr, the AHE reverses the sign suggesting an opposite
direction of the carrier motion deflections (purple). In Cr-Te
compounds, the vacancy of Cr is important for the magnetic
states and magneto-transport properties. Not only the number
of Cr will affect the carrier density and magnetic moment, but
also the order of these vacancies can change the crystal struc-
ture and bring fluctuations or other SR magnetic orders. In
Cr7−δTe8, the complicated interactions of SR and LR mag-
netic order would host these rich magnetic states and exotic
magneto-transport properties. [28]
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IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we systematically investigate the magnetic
states and magneto-transport properties in the centrosymmet-
ric Cr7−δTe8. The robust THE persists up to room tempera-
ture with a large value attributed to local nonzero spin chiral-
ity originating from the LR magnetic orders and fluctuations.
The applied field leads to an unreported magnetic transition
leading to the sign reversal of AHE. The tunable interactions
of LR and SR magnetism in Cr7−δTe8 can host the rich ex-
otic magnetic states and effects promising potential for future
spintronic applications.
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